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I. Introduction

For quite some time now, the conflict among the six neighboring states bordering the South China Sea has caused disturbance in the region. These states have been fighting over influence, access to resources, and sovereignty over this area.

* Raphael G. Toman is currently an LL.M. candidate at New York University School of Law. Previously he worked for four years in the litigation and regulatory department at the law firm Brandl & Talos in Vienna. The author would especially like to thank Ayako Hatano and Aaron B. Gavin for their comments and feedback throughout the drafting process.

with increasing intensity.² On July 12, 2016, a Tribunal established under Annex VII of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)³ rendered its decision⁴ regarding several claims of the Philippines and China.

This decision was an important milestone shedding light on several legal issues emerging from the conflict. The dispute centered on the question of whether China could base its sovereignty or the exercise of certain rights (such as fishing rights or the access to resources) on historic claims over the region. The assertion of sovereignty further determined whether the jurisdiction of a Tribunal was barred under UNCLOS.

In short, the Tribunal decided that it has jurisdiction. According to UNCLOS Article 298 (1)(a)(i) “disputes . . . involving historic bays or titles” can be excluded from jurisdiction by a declaration of a signatory state. As China filed such a declaration, the Tribunal conducted an in-depth analysis on the scope of this provision but decided it had jurisdiction nonetheless: historic titles entail the (historic) exercise of sovereignty, and China only claimed rights short of sovereignty over this region.

This Commentary explores whether the Tribunal came to a convincing conclusion in this regard. Part II provides an overview of the procedural history of the present case and Part III a summary of the Tribunal’s argument on why it has jurisdiction. Part IV assesses the current state of the literature and jurisprudence regarding historic titles before concluding that the decision of the Tribunal is mostly in line with common legal wisdom. An assessment about whether the Chinese or Philippine claims per se are justified is omitted.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Based on both parties’ membership to UNCLOS, the Philippines formally commenced arbitration proceedings against
China over the South China Sea dispute by a note verbale\(^5\) with the Notification and Statement of Claim according to article 287 and Annex VII of UNCLOS on January 22, 2013. This arbitral proceeding is one of four possible procedures\(^6\) for settling disputes between the parties over the interpretation or application of UNCLOS.\(^7\)

The Philippines asked the Tribunal to make the determination that the rights of both parties are restricted to those defined by UNCLOS. It also asked the Tribunal to declare that any claims made by China with regard to the “Nine-Dash Line” cannot constitute a valid assertion of “historic rights” within the area delimitated and that it contravenes UNCLOS.\(^8\) This line, drawn by China in the South China Sea, is derived from ancient Xia and Han dynasty records and maps produced in 1947/1953,\(^9\) and the area was named as a part of the Chinese territory in the Chinese Law on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone in 1992.\(^10\) When China ratified UNCLOS in 1996, it reaffirmed its sovereignty over all its archipelagos and islands listed in the 1992 law.\(^11\)


\(^7\) See UNCLOS, supra note 3, art. 287(1) (parties may also adjudicate before the International Tribunal for the Law and the Sea, the International Court of Justice, or a special Tribunal constituted in accordance with Annex VIII); see also Thomas Grant, International Dispute Settlement in Response to an Unlawful Seizure of Territory: Three Mechanisms, 16. Chinese J. Int’l L. 1 (2015) (presenting further possible proceedings outside the scope of UNCLOS).

\(^8\) Note Verbale, supra note 5, at 495.

\(^9\) In the latter, two dashes from the original eleven-dash line were removed.


\(^11\) Id. at 104.
In an “unprecedented manner,” China refused to participate in the arbitration proceedings, even failing to meet the deadline to submit its counter memorial. It was the first state to refuse to participate in arbitration proceedings since UNCLOS came into force. Instead, the Chinese government presented a note verbale to the Philippines on February 9, 2014, and released two position papers on December 7, 2013 and December 14, 2014. In these statements, China provided three major arguments against the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. First, the Tribunal did not have subject-matter jurisdiction as the claims concern questions of territorial sovereignty, which are beyond the scope of UNCLOS. Second, the parties agreed to settle their relevant disputes through negotiations and, through initiating the present proceedings, the Philippines had breached its international obligations. Third, even if the Tribunal had subject matter jurisdiction under UNCLOS, the current claim fell within the scope of the declaration according to UNCLOS Article 298 (1)(a)(i) filed in

12. Kingdon, supra note 6, at 129.
2006\(^{18}\) where China opted out of compulsory jurisdiction regarding disputes “involving historic bays or titles.”\(^{19}\)

This strategic approach allowed China to both submit its views on the dispute without formally participating and to selectively address the claims it wanted to make without clarifying the issues that it refused to elaborate.\(^{20}\) However, this move should not lead one to conclude that China had no interest in a geopolitical area that is home to one of the most important sea lanes and rich with natural resources.\(^{21}\) The opposite is the case: China has added the South China Sea to its short list of “core interests”\(^{22}\) and tried to persuade the Philippines to abandon the proceedings through a carrot and stick; it offered $20 billion in loans but also threatened to exclude the Philippines from China’s Maritime Silk Road Initiative.\(^{23}\)

Neither of these incentives however persuaded the Philippines to withdraw from the proceedings. On October 29, 2015, the Tribunal rendered its first decision on Jurisdiction and Admissibility making two major conclusions.

First, the Tribunal decided that the non-participation of China did not constitute a bar to the proceedings. UNCLOS Article 9 of Annex VII clearly states that even in the case of non-participation the proceedings may continue if the moving party wishes to continue.\(^{24}\) In order to ensure due process, the Tribunal may not however enter into a default judgment but must satisfactorily show that it has jurisdiction and that the

---

18. See Donald Rothwell, Conciliation and Article 298 Dispute Resolution Procedures under the Law of the Sea Convention, in ARBITRATION CONCERNING THE SOUTH CHINA SEA 55, 61-63 (Shicun Wu et al. eds., 2016) (providing more details regarding the proceedings of such declarations).
24. This has been expressly requested by the Philippines. See Memorial of the Republic of the Phil. at ¶¶ 1.21, 7.39, Republic of the Phil. v. China, PCA 2013-19 (July 12, 2016), http://www.pcacases.com/pcadocs/Memorial%20of%20the%20Philippines%20Volume%201.pdf.
claim is well founded in fact and law. For this assessment the Tribunal also took notice of the public statements of China, quoting the practice of international courts.

Second, the Tribunal rendered a preliminary decision regarding its jurisdiction over the case, expressing that neither of the claims by the Philippines concerned questions of sovereignty and that it had jurisdiction in seven of the fifteen issues raised by the Philippines. With regard to the other issues—especially those in connection to historic rights—the Tribunal concluded that those were too closely connected to the merits of the case and would be treated in the final decision. The Tribunal also answered the question of whether sufficient settlement negotiations had taken place in the affirmative: the talks between the parties might not have been “negotiations,” but they did accomplish “one of the principal goals of prior negotiations, namely to clarify the Parties’ respective positions on the issues in dispute.” As UNCLOS Article 279 requires the parties to seek a solution “through means that may include negotiations,” the Tribunal deemed this precondition as fulfilled.

After further hearings on the merits of the case, the Tribunal issued its final decision on July 12, 2016 in favor of the Philippines. The Tribunal concluded that China’s historic

26. Id. ¶ 122.
29. Submissions No 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 13. For an overview over these issues see Kimble, supra note 15, at 285.
30. Submissions No 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 14. For an overview over these issues see Kimble, supra note 15, at 285.
31. The Tribunal mentions regular bilateral discussions, the establishment of working groups, meetings between high-level officials and regular contacts between their respective foreign ministries and ambassadors. See Republic of the Phil., PCA 2013-19, Award on Jurisdiction, ¶ 348-352.
32. Id. ¶ 349.
33. Id. ¶ 350.
claims “are contrary to the Convention and without lawful ef-
fect,” that its actions caused “permanent, irreparable harm to the coral reef habitat” and that by building artificial islands China breached its obligations under UNCLOS. Despite the binding effect of this decision, China declared the decision to be “null and void” and without “binding force,” and it has since increased its efforts in constructing artificial islands and its military presence.

III. THE TRIBUNAL’S ARGUMENTATION FOR ITS JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLE 298

One of the cornerstones of the present decision is whether the Tribunal had jurisdiction to decide the validity of the historic claims of China over the disputed area. China argued that the dispute concerns questions of territorial sovereignty, which are beyond the scope of UNCLOS, and that it issued a declaration pursuant to UNCLOS Article 298, activating all the possible exceptions including disputes with regard to all historic claims. China’s position was

35. Id. ¶ 1181.
36. Id. ¶ 983.
37. UNCLOS art. 296, Annex VII art. 11.
41. According to this provision, a country can also opt out of other categories of disputes—for example such covering military activities and law enforcement.
43. For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that the Tribunal also had to assess whether the exception applicable to disputes concerning the interpretation or application of the provisions relating to sea boundary delimitations is applicable, and came to the conclusion that this is not the case. Republic of the Phil., PCA 2013-19, Award on Jurisdiction, ¶ 155.
therefore that this declaration covered all disputes about historic claims. It drew no distinction between claims of (full) sovereignty and “title” or claims of lesser “rights,” such as, for example, the right of exploitation of resources.

The Tribunal rejected this approach and argued that the term historic title simply meant the (historic) exercise of sovereignty and that, because China did not assert such title, the Tribunal had jurisdiction over the claims in the present case. First, it analyzed the provision and concluded that the South China Sea was not a “historic bay” as matter of plain geography, referring to the definition of bay in UNCLOS article 10.44 The Tribunal then—with rather brief reasoning45—analyzed China’s claim that the essence of the dispute regarded territorial sovereignty. It acknowledged that China understood its rights to extend beyond the maritime zones expressly described in UNCLOS and had therefore asserted “rights” arising independently of UNCLOS.46 China, for example, claimed rights to petroleum resources and fisheries within the “nine-dash line.”47 But at the same time, the Tribunal pointed to China’s statement that it respects freedom of navigation and overflight over the disputed area, principles which generally do not apply to territorial sea or internal waters.48 From this fact, the Tribunal drew the conclusion that China did not consider those waters as forming a part of its territorial sea or internal waters, and therefore this dispute did not concern questions of territorial sovereignty.

Finally, the Tribunal scrutinized what the term “historic title” in UNCLOS Article 298 (1) (a) (i) entails through comparing it to the term “historic rights.” Instead of focusing on the UNCLOS text alone, the Tribunal took a closer look at the evolution of the international law of the sea. The Tribunal scrutinized the development of UNCLOS as well as the recent jurisprudence of the ICJ and reasoned that the term “historic rights” is “general in nature and can describe any rights that a

44. Republic of the Phil., PCA 2013-19, Award, supra note 42, ¶ 205.
46. Republic of the Phil., PCA 2013-19, Award, ¶ 207.
47. Id. ¶ 208-211.
48. Id. ¶ 212-213.
State may possess that would normally arise under the general rules of international law, absent particular historical circumstances.”49 These rights may include sovereignty, but could also include more limited rights, such as fishing rights or rights of access. In contrast, the term “historic title”—as used in UNCLOS—is more narrow, and refers specifically to historic sovereignty to land or maritime areas.50 As China did not claim historic title to the waters of the South China Sea, but rather a constellation of historic rights short of title (especially the right to access several resources51), the Tribunal was not barred from jurisdiction over the case. UNCLOS article 298 (1) (a) (i) only excludes jurisdiction over historic sovereignty.52

IV. THE TRIBUNAL’S CONCLUSION IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE APPLICABLE LAW

Was the Tribunal’s decision correct in terms of international law? First, the Tribunal rightly examined adjudications of other international courts and the evolution of international law to determine the scope of the term “historic title” because a definition is lacking in UNCLOS itself. This method of interpretation conforms with Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of the Treaties (VCLT),53 according to which a treaty shall be interpreted “with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.”54 As a supplementary means of interpretation, the historical background of a treaty can also be considered.55

In UNCLOS itself, the term “historical title” is used twice.56 Furthermore, similar terms are mentioned in UN-
CLOS Article 51(1) and in UNCLOS Article 62(3). The lack of a definition goes back to the negotiations of UNCLOS, when draft provisions on this topic were proposed, but “there was strong opposition to a general doctrine of historic waters” due to different point of views over the general concept, the burden of proof, the legal status of those waters, and other issues. Hence no explicit provisions or definitions were adopted.

A. The General Jurisdiction of a Tribunal Over Historic Claims Under UNCLOS

The explicit reference to only some historic claims in UNCLOS leads to two important implications: first, that there are historic claims covered by international law that are not entirely regulated by this convention, and second, that the Tribunal does have jurisdiction over historic claims as long as they have a nexus to UNCLOS. Under the presumption that the dispute does not concern questions of territorial sovereignty, the Tribunal came to a comprehensible solution, as this following section shows.

First, historic claims are not entirely regulated by UNCLOS and “continue to be governed by the rules and princi-
REQUIREMENTS FOR ARBITRATION UNDER UNCLOS

...
As several of the claims in dispute were regulated in UNCLOS—for example, the right to exploit natural resources—the dispute had a nexus thereto and concerned the interpretation and application of the Convention.

Additionally, some authors have claimed that this conclusion contravenes the non-retroactivity principle of treaties that is reflected in VCLT Article 28, but this is misleading. Whether a treaty has a retroactive effect—China ratified UNCLOS in 1996, and differences over the exercise of rights have arisen before that date—depends on nature of the treaty. However, a closer assessment about whether the states did have the intention to give UNCLOS a retroactive effect, which is doubtful with regard to the wording, is not required in the present case. VCLT Article 28 requires that the incident in question took place or ceased to exist, and has therefore been completed, before the entry into force of the respective treaty. If there are a large number of successive incidents, VCLT Article 28 is not applicable as long as the overall incident is still occurring. As China did still claim historic rights over the region in dispute and exercised these rights even after the present decision has been rendered, the overall incident did still continue, and the non-retroactivity principle was not applicable.

B. Scope of the Exception to Jurisdiction Regarding Historic Titles Under UNCLOS

After it has been established that a Tribunal has jurisdiction over historic claims with a nexus to UNCLOS, it is re-
quired to assess to what extent historic claims can be excluded by a declaration according to UNCLOS Article 298. As noted above, China sought to exclude jurisdiction referring to the notion of “historic titles.”

Over the past years, a triad of historic claims have been established within the context of the law of the seas and have been accepted by the jurisprudence. Due to the lack of a definition and the inconsistent usage of the notions by states, sharp distinctions between these partially overlapping terms is not possible.\(^{76}\) The three most recognized types of historic claims are historic waters, historic rights, and historic titles.\(^ {77}\) As this section shows, the Tribunal followed the predominant view in jurisprudence and doctrine with regard to the term of “historic title”—the relevant term in UNCLOS article 298 (1)(a)(i). The same cannot however be said with regard to the Tribunals definition of “historic rights.” The Tribunal has gone beyond the established conception of historic rights as those short of sovereignty (such as fishing rights or right to access) to occasionally cast “historic rights” as entailing sovereign claims.\(^ {78}\) The Tribunal therefore eliminated the term “historic waters” completely, and solely used the term “historic rights,” although without effect to the outcome of the decision.

The term “historic waters” is defined as “waters over which a costal State, contrary to the generally applicable rules of international law, clearly, effectively, continuously, and over a substantial period of time, exercises sovereign rights with the acquiescence of the community of States.”\(^ {79}\) As it references both sovereignty and rights, it can be seen as an umbrella term of them.\(^ {80}\) Like the South China Sea, “historic waters” claimed areas that would be, for such a claim, high seas.

---

76. Hong, supra note 21, at 62.
78. Symmons, supra note 58, at 191; McDorman, supra note 56, at 150.
because they are not covered by any rules specially concerned with bays or the delimitation of coastal waters.81 The concept of historic waters evolved from the theory of historic bays,82 which is the only term where UNCLOS contains some guidance on the scope. UNCLOS Article 10 (6) defines “bays” but goes on to state that this definition does not apply to “historic bays” and that UNCLOS contains no further definition of this term.83 This term dates back at least to the First Codification Conference of The Hague in 1930, however no convention resulted from this conference and the general scope of historic waters was not discussed.

The first examination of the notion of historic waters was conducted by the ICJ in the Fisheries Case,84 when the Court had to decide the validity of the methods used to delimitate Norway’s territorial sea/fisheries zone. The ICJ found that this maritime delimitation method of Norway was used without interruption for about 60 years, and was never opposed by other countries. The Court concluded that this method was consistent with international law, and recognized Norway’s claims as part of its historic waters.85 More precisely, the ICJ recognized that the claim rested on a “historic title,” that enabled Norway to exercise sovereignty over these waters.86 Hence, the Court has equated the term historic title with the exercise of sovereignty.

This conclusion found its way into Article 12 of the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone87 of 1958, and since then, a basic distinction between historic titles and historic rights has been established in international law. The first term implies a claim to sovereignty in the specified waters, while the latter term—contrary to the definition used

82. Yehuda Blum, Historic Rights, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law 120, 124 (Rudolf Dolzer et al. eds., 7th Installment 1984).
85. Id. at 120, 130.
86. Id. at 130-131.
by the Tribunal—implies a lesser claim to exercise rights (for example fishing rights) in (inter)national waters but not sovereignty.\textsuperscript{88} This approach has been confirmed by the 1962 U.N. Secretariat Study “Juridical Regime of Historic Waters Including Historic Bays,” according to which the determination of a title requires the effective exercise of sovereignty,\textsuperscript{89} and has not been modified during the adoption of UNCLOS.\textsuperscript{90} Since then, this basic concept has been applied by international courts.

The Tribunal, in the present case,\textsuperscript{91} used only the cases of Tunisia v. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya\textsuperscript{92} and Qatar v. Bahrain to support its conclusion,\textsuperscript{93} but in fact several further cases supported its definition of historic title. In the decision regarding the Gulf of Fonseca, the ICJ concluded that historic titles to specific water—in this case, a bay—enables the claiming country to exercise sovereignty over these waters,\textsuperscript{94} and can lead to joint entitlement of several States over these waters.\textsuperscript{95} The Court in Eritrea v. Yemen made a similar conclusion claiming that both states’ fishermen may have continuing reciprocal rights of fishing in the scrutinized area, even though the Parties each have sovereignty over various areas of the disputed islands. But the Tribunal came to the conclusion “that such sovereignty is not inimical to, but rather entails, the perpetuation of the traditional fishing regime in the region,”\textsuperscript{96} and supports the conclusion that historic rights in one area do not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} Symmons, supra note 58, at 193; Dupuy & Dupuy, supra note 77, at 137.
\item \textsuperscript{90} Clive Symmons, Historic Waters in the Law of the Sea 2, 21, 286-287 (Vaughan Lowe ed., 2008).
\item \textsuperscript{91} Philippines v. China, PCA 2013-19, Award, ¶ 224 (July 12, 2016).
\item \textsuperscript{93} Case concerning maritime delimitation and territorial questions between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar v. Bahr), Merits, Judgment, 2001 I.C.J. Rep 40 (Mar. 16), http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/87/7027.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{95} Id. ¶ 432.
\item \textsuperscript{96} UNCLOS, supra note 3, art. 56; Eritrea v. Yemen, PCA 1996-04, Award of the Arbitral Tribunal in the first stage of the proceedings between Eritrea
\end{itemize}
require sovereignty. In the case of Barbados v. Trinidad and To-
bago, the Tribunal concluded that no international rule exists
where a state can establish “international maritime bound-
ary . . . on the basis of traditional fishing”97 and hence only a
historic title can establish sovereignty.

In sum, the Tribunal came to a well-founded conclusion,
that the notion “historic title” in UNCLOS article 298(1) (a) (i)
denotes only the performance of sovereign rights due to his-
torical consolidation, but not rights short of sovereign title.
Under the presumption that China has not asserted sovereign
claims, the Tribunal therefore had jurisdiction over the pre-
cent case.

V. Conclusion

After the ratification of UNCLOS, it seemed that historic
claims would only play a small role in the modern law of the
sea, especially due to the determination of Exclusive Eco-
nomic Zones up to 200 nautical miles, in which the costal state
had sovereign rights to exploit natural resources.98 The cur-
rent dispute has proven otherwise. Did the Tribunal overcome
the inconsistencies that exist with regard to historic claims in
UNCLOS? Definitely not. But it did clarify the meaning of
“historic title” in UNCLOS Article 298(1) (a)(i). Hopefully this
adjudication offers some guidance for future matters that
stretch beyond the geographical limits in dispute. Sadly, it re-
mains questionable whether these clarifications helped solve
this dispute through arbitration,99 but the decision will play an
important role in the reopened talks between the two coun-
tries.100

97. Barbados v. Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, PCA 2004402, Award,
99. For an alternative resolution and the establishment of a Commission
of Inquiry see Mitchell, supra note 66, at 760.
100. Jane Perlez, Rodrigo Duterte and Xi Jinping Agree to Reopen South China
21/world/asia/rodrigo-duterte-philippines-china-xi-jinping.html.